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Abstract: Eaeh manuseript of the Crimean Karaim Bible is valuable 
material that brings new evidenee on the language used by Karaims. it 
is eertainly the most reliable souree of information on the linguistie 
properties of literary Crimean Karaim, as eaeh book has been eopied 
with a level of diligenee required by the eontent. All religious texts 
have a tendeney to retain arehaie features and are resistant to changes. 
They give us an opportunity to research linguistic forms which, by the 
time the manuseript had been copied, were eonsidered obsolete. Thus, 
the Crimean Karaim Bible enables us to gather information on older 
features of Crimean Karaim. 

The present paper discusses lexieal features of a manuseript of the 
whole Bible. For the purpose of the present researeh, voeabulary from 
the Book of Genesis, the Book of Leviticus, the Book of Job and the 
Book of Psalms has been selected. One of manuscript' s most 
interesting lexieal features is the retention of Hebrew words - not only 
those of a religious nature, whieh is to be expected in a holy text - but 
also names of preeious stones, animals, as well as astronomieal terms. 
Another aspeet to be diseussed is the phonologieal features of Arabie 
and Persian loan words, whieh differ from the forms attested in 
Crimean Karaim dietionaries. 
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Özet: Kırım Karaycasına ait Tanah çevirisi el yazmaları, Kırım 
Karayları tarafından kullanılmış olan dil üzerine yeni bilgiler içeren 
değerli bir kaynaktır. Kuşkusuz Tanah çevirileri, kutsal metinlerin 
gerektirdiği özenle istinsah edildiği için Kırım Karaycasının edebi dil 
özelliklerini yansıtan en güvenilir metinlerden biridir. Dini metin 
çevirileri, temelde arkaik dil özelliklerini korumaya meyillidir ve 

bununla birlikte değişikliklere karşı da dayanıklıdır. Bu bakımıardan el 
yazmaları araştırmacılara, istinsah edildiği dönemin unutulmaya yüz 

tutmuş dil biçimlerini araştırma imkanı sağlar. 

Bu makalede Tanah çevirisinde kullanılan dilin sözcük özellikleri 
incelenecektir. Çalışmanın esasında Yaratılış Kitabı, Levililer Kitabı, 
Eyüp Kitabı ve Mezmurlar Kitabı'nda yer alan kelimeler incelenmiştir. 
Sözcük dağarcığının en ilginç özelliklerinden biri İbranice kökenli 
yabancı kelimelerin korunmasıdır. Dini bir metinde İbranice 
kelimelerin bulunması şaşırtıcı değilse de bunların yanı sıra İbranice 
kökenli değerli taş ya da hayvan adları ve astronomik terimlerin var 
olması göze çarpar. Makalede ele alınacak bir diğer husus Kırım 
Karaycası sözlüklerde tespit edilmemiş Arapça ve Farsça kökenli 
kelimelerin sesbilgisel nitelikleridir. 
Anahtar sözcükler: Kırım Karaycası, Karayca Tanah çevirileri, Kırım 
Karayeasında yabancı kelimeler, Kırım Karayeası kelime bilimi 

1. Introduction 

This article discusses the characteristics of the language of a Crimean 
Karaim translation of the Bible. There are a number of re cent academic 
research papers that present the properties of various Bible translations 
into Karaim .. The majority of publications are devoted to westem dialects 
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of Karaim, which incessantly draw the interest of scholars. l As for 
research on Crimean Karaim biblical translations, apart from a publication 
by Jankowski (1997), who presented sample material from a manuscript 
kept in Manchester, this material has stilI not been sufficiently examined? 

The manuscript of a Crimean Karaim Bible translation, on which the 
present paper is based, is kept in the collections of the Cambridge 
University Library (classmark BSMS 288). It consists of four volumes that 
comprise the sacred books of the Tanakh, except for the Books of 
Chronicles. The sheer abundance of the text poses a serious challenge for 
researchers. The present study does not aim to present a fulI-t1edged 
description of the entire lexicon, as it is a task far too extensive for the 
scope of this artic1e. Only certain aspects of the vocabulary will be 
discussed here, in order to shed some light on the nature of the language. 

2. Hebrew loan words 

As is well known, one of the characteristic features of Crimean Karaim 
religious texts is a significant level of Hebrew loan words that is 
proportionalIy greater than in those texts of a non-religious nature.3 The 
text of the translation of the Holy Scripture is by no means an exception to 
this role. The largest group of loan words is comprised of proper names. 
By and large, all personal names in the manuscript are preserved with their 
original biblical Hebrew spelling. It may point to the fact that they were 
pronounced as in the Hebrew original. It is also possible that the Crimean 
Karaims articulated them differently but did not reflect it in writing. We 
may argue that the peculiarities of pronunciation of the Crimean Karaİms 

2 

Halich biblical texts were edited by Olach (2013) and Nemeth published a number 
of articles concerning biblical translations into the Trakai dialect of Karaim 
(Nemeth 2014, 2015a, 201Sb). 
Recently, Shapira has .published an article on a short fragment of the Book of 
Nehemiah, namely chapter thirteen (Shapira 20 ı 3). 
See Jankowski (2013: 445), Jankowski (2003: 119), Smcrtek (201S: 88-92). 
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did have an influence on the reading of the Hebrew script. 4 The most 
characteristic letter is şade, which was realize d as ' ç', contrary to the 
Westem dialects of Karaim, which rendered it as 'ts'. Moreover, one of 
the rules conceming the reading of shewa state that it was pronounced as 
'e' at the beginning of a word and was silent İn non-fırst syllables. The 
examples of reading of personal names are as follows: ;ıw~ Moşe 'Moses' 
(I lllb/l), ıil1~tp Şim 'on 'Simeon' (I 48a12), ıiı:ı~ Aharon 'Aaron' (I 
l12a18), jitı~~ Yiçl:ıaq 'Isaac' (I 51 b/4) , jpıı~ Ya 'qov 'Jacob' (IV 38a1l), 
c~:ı~~ Avraham 'Abraham' (I l17b/6). 

Another common group of Hebrew loan words are geographical names, 
e.g. Keziv 'Chezib' (I 43a1S), Yarden 'Jordan' (IV 84a128), Mabpela 
'Machpelah' (I SSal18), Goşen 'Goshen' (I SOb/2S), Şeva 'Sheba' (IV 
68b/6). 

in order to determine the degree of assim ilation of Hebrew proper 
names we have to analyze the methods of adaptation of ethnic names. The 
most common proper name in the manuseript is formed with the 
geographical name Kena 'an 'Canaan'. it takes a Turkic suffix and forms 
the derivative Kena Canlı 'Canaanite' (i 43a12). There are a number of 
Hebrew ethnic names which are derived with the suffix -ll, e.g. 'Adullamlı 
'Adullamite' (I 42b/l), Na 'amatlı 'Naamathite' (IV 66b/l2), /fitili 
'Hittite' (I SSal20). Another suffix, which shows that certain Hebrew 
words should be considered assimilated, is the Turkic suffix -Ilk,..., -lIq that 
forms nouns from nouns. it is used in the following words: 

no >ejlik 'adultery' (IV 64b/6), a noun derived from Heb. rıt(il 

'adulterer' ; 
kohenlik 'priesthood' (I l21a/13), a no un derived from Heb. li:1~ 

'priest', which is also used to form a verb 'to serve', e.g. kohenlik etti 'he 
served as a priest' (i 12la/6);s 

4 The pronunciation of Hebrew alphabet incorporated by the Crimean Karaims have 
been elaborated upon by Harviainen (ı 997). 
As stated by Jankowski (2013: 445) "Hebrew words were frequently used in 
compounds with native words, especially verbs such as 01- 'become' and et- 'do', in 
the same way that Arabo-Persian words are used in Turkish and Tatar". 
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navilik 'propheey' (IV 64a/l0), a noun derived from Heb. ~'~~ 

'prophet'. 

On the other hand, the manner of adaptation of aneestral names is 
direedy eorrelated with the grammatieal forms used in the original Hebrew 
text. In some parts of the manuseript the aneestral names are followed by 
the plural suffix -lAr, e.g. Yişma <ellar 'the Ishmaelites' (I 43b/23), Levi/ar 
'the Levites' (i 120a/l), which corresponds to the plural forms in the 
Hebrew text, that is o'7~P1,lVl~tı, O~17tı (respectively), whereas elsewhere the 
Hebrew forms are retained - the names sueh 'Gershonites' are rendered as 

ol Gerşoni (I 121b/l) from Heb. '~gr;'~tı. As we can see, they do not 
undergo any gramrnatical assimHation. 

There are other cases ofwords borrowed from Hebrew, or rather words 
which have been left in their original form in the Karaim translation, and 
that have been not assimilated grammatically. There is evidence of nouns 
which retain Hebrew plural suffıxes, e.g. behemot 'beasts' (IV 71a/5) from 

Heb. n;1.)!:1:p, which is the plural form of i1~!:1:P 'beast, animal' (Brown 1906: 
96). This has been direcdy borrowed from the Hebrew biblical text (ef. 
Job 12:7), therefore it should not be considered a loan word but rather a 
foreign word incorporated into the translation. Elsewhere we encounter the 
Trk. counterpart of this word, namely kiyik 'beast' (IV 68a110). 

As can be expected, the inf1uence of Hebrew is visible in all aspects 
related direcdy to religion, as in the name of the Lord, which is referred to 
as H i;l (an abbreviated form of the Hebrew tetragramrnaton), 6 and his 
opponent - Satan, that is şatan (IV 65b115) < Heb. ıt1w. The largest group 
of borrowings from Hebrew occurs in those parts of Tanakb, which are 
dedicated to Jewish religious law, such as the Book of Levitieus, and they 
are used in aceordanee with their original denotation, for example: 

6 

zav (I 112a/13) < Heb. :ıt 'a man rendered impure because of a urethral 
secretion' ; 

nevela (I 112a/18) < Heb. :ı7~ 'careass of a kosher animal not killed in 
accordance with Jewish lawand therefore forbidden for consumption'; 

The Turkie term Tanrı (IV 37b/20, ete.) is used to render the meaning 'God'. 
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terefa (I l12a1l8) < Heb. :ı~::ıp 'food ritually unflt for eating'; 
şabbaton (l113a13) < Heb. ı;n~tt' 'rest'; 

'omer (I 113a113) < Heb. '~17 '(biblical) sheaf; 
bameç (l113a123) < Heb. r~tT 'leavened food'; 
şebita (IV 64a126) < Heb. :ıt?"n~ 'slaughtering; massacre'; 
batat (l113a127) < Heb. nNpıı 'sin offering (sacriflce)'; 
bagı ol sukalarnın 'the Feast of Booths' (I 1 13b/22) < Heb. LLL 'festival, 

holy day' and :ı~p 'booth'; 
berem (i l18a120) < Heb. O,ıı '1. devoted thing 2. devotion, ban'; 

oh el mo 'ed (l118b/18) < Heb. ıp,~ '~N 'the Tent of Meeting'; 
mişkan (i 120al4) < Heb. l;r;ıw~ 'tabernaele'. 

Curiously enough, geographical directions are generally explained 
using Hebrew loan words. Their Turkic counterparts attested in Crimean 
Karaim dictionaries occur less frequently. in the meaning of 'east', the 
manuscript provides qadim (I 45b/7) < Heb. 0"7~ 'east', e.g. da edi ol kişi 

hoca barça oglanlarından artıq qadimniii 'and th is man was the richest of 
all the men of the east' (IV 65b/7); and mizrab (I 120a/17) < Heb. n'T~ 
'east'. The latter word occurs in the same sentence together with its Trk. 

counterpart kündoğuşu, which is provided in Aqtay and Jankowski's 
dictionary in the more southem variant giindoğuşı (CKED 169). 
Analogical1y, there are two Hebrew loan words used in the meaning of 
'south', that is leman (IV 69b/9) < Heb. ı~"!l 'south', e.g. sancagı avulunıii 
Ruvenniii leman sarı 'the standard of the camp of Reuben towards south' 
(I 120a/25) and darom (IV 76a/14) < Heb. o;" 'south', e.g. Iznç eıkaninda 

yemi daromdan 'when it makes the earth peaceful from the south' (IV 
82bI14). The north is rendered only with the word çafon (I 120b/15) < 
Heb. ı;~~ 'north', e.g. ça/ondan aruv yel kelir 'clearwind comes from the 
north' (IV 82bI18-19); whereas the Trk. tenn künbaıışı7 is used to 
determine the west, e.g. sancagı avulunıiiEfrayimniii { ... } künbalışı sarı 
'the standard of the camp of Ephraim [ ... ] on the westside' (i 120b/7-8). 

7 Note that CKED provides only the Oghuz variant günhatışı (CKED ı 69). 
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Some astronomİcal terms whİch occur in the Tanakh, such as Kesil (IV 
69b/9) < Heb. "Pil 'Orion', Kima (IV 83a/23) < Heb. :ı~':p 'Pleiades', or 
AŞ (IV 69b/9) < Heb. WV 'the Bear', are als o retained in their original 
variants. it is unlikely that these words were assimilated into Crimean 
Karaim. They were probably left untranslated due to the lack of 
appropriate counterparts. However, basic astronomical phenomena such as 
sky, stars, sun and moon are rendered us ing Trk. terms, that is kök (i 
55a/9), yulduz (IV 66b/28), quyaş (IV 67b/ 12), ay (l204a/7), respectively. 

The same logic can be applied to the names of precious stones, which 
were also borrowed from the Heb. original text, e.g. şohas (IV 77b/20) < 
Heb. Ctıti' 'onyx', ramot (IV 77b/22) < Heb. nı7JK:ı 'corals', gaviş (IV 
77b/22) < Heb. w';ı~ 'crystal' andpitda (IV 77b/23) < Heb. :ı,p~ 'topaz'. 

Nonetheless, Crimean Karaim translators tended to avoid borrowing 
Hebrew words whenever possible, as is the case with the word misqal (I 

117b/19), which is an Ar. loan word, here used in the meaning of 'shekel', 
instead of direcdy borrowing the word in its original form, i.e. şekel < 

Heb. 'i?W. 
In some cases it is hardly possible to determine the reasons for bor

rowing, as in the word /.ıasida (IV 83b/18) < Heb. pr;ı:ı,., 'stork', which 
has its C Kar. counterpart, well-known in a number of other Trk. 
languages, that is leglek 'stork' (CKED 229). The loan word OCCUfs in the 
same sentence with another bird species, namely 'ostrich' , which is 
translated into Crimean Karaim using a Per. loan word as tavus (quşlar) 

'ostriches' (IV 83b/18). The same applies to miscellaneous vocabulary, 
which sometimes is attested in Crimean Karaim dictionaries in both Heb. 
and Trk. variants, such as roçea/.ı (IV 76b/8) < Heb. :ı~i:ı 'murderer' and 
qırıvçı 'killer, terminator' (CKED 328, 305, respectively), but the manu
script provides only the Heb. loan word. In other cas es we encounter 
borrowings, which have not been provided in any Crimean Karaim 
glossary, such as no Le! (IV 76b/9) < Heb. '1~l 'adulterer' and zona (I 

43a/21) < Heb. :ı~;T 'prostitute, harlot', bama (I 117a/12) < Heb. :ı~~ 'high 
place', that could have been trans Iate d with CKar. counterparts. 
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3. Vowel changes in Arabic and Persian loan words 
Contrary to Hebrew loan words, Arabic and Persian ones are well 
assimilated to Karaim. The influence of the Islamic world on Karaite 
literature and, consequendy, on their language dates back to as early as the 
tenth and eleventh centuries (Pritsak ı 959: 3 ı 9). Nonetheless, the quality 
of vowels in Arabic and Persian loan words has often been subject to 
change. The Cambridge manuscript is fully vocalized and, in comparison 
with other Crimean Karaim manuscripts, has a low level of incorrectly 
spelled words and it is thus possible to determine the majority of its 
phonological properties. This vocalization enables us to make a distinction 
between the front vowel e (marked with şere) and the back vowel a 

(marked with patab, with an exception for Hebrew loan words) in the 
initial syllable of the word. In non-fırst syllables patab is alsa used to 
render the open-front vowel ii, depending on the environment of the vowel 
it denotes.8 Crimean Karaim retained the front-back opposition, and the 
quality of questionable vowels thus can be established on the basis of the 
previous or successive syllables in a given word. We can alsa determine 
the difference between the vowels u, ü (marked with suruq) and the 
vowels o, ö (marked with bo/am). Nonetheless, the Hebrew vowel system 
makes it impossible to establish a precise phonetic value for all the 
vowels, especially with respect to i ,...., i, U ,...., Ü, o '" ö and a ,...., ii oppositions. 
The phonetic value of vowels presented below has had to be, in certain 
aspects, established on the basis of Crimean Karaim dictionaries. This 
being said, in the following paragraphs we only discuss those changes 
which can be observed solely based on the material provided in the 
manuseript. 
3.1. Ar. u> CKar. ö - o shift 
As is well known, in Turkish the Ar. vowel ii shifted to u and the Ar. 
vowel u shifted to ü. When we look at the old Kipehak language of Codex 

Cumanicus, whieh had a major impaet on the Turkie languages used in the 

For further information on the reading of patab in Crimean Karaim, see Jankowski 
(1994). 
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Crimea, we observe a somewhat different process - the shift AI. u > CC o, 
e.g. bonnat 'Elıre i honour' (Grenbech 1942: 103), bovatlan- 'stiirken i 
strengthen' (Grenbech 1942: 104), as well as retaining the AI. u in CC, 
e.g. bucra 'Selırank i cabinet' (Grenbech 1942: 104). Here we observe that 
the change is regular - the vowel shifts from AI. u > CC Ö -- o, as 
presented in the examples below: 

börmiit 'respect' (IV 61 b/S) < AI. burmat; 
bökümdiir 'mler' (IV 38a/3) < AI. bukm and Per. suffix -dar; 
bocra 'room' (IV 62b/3) < AI. buğra. 
it is not possible to fmd the same regularity in the vocabulary provided 

by Crimean Karaim dictionaries, which in some cases provide the 
abovementioned words with both close and mid vowels, namely bürmer 
and hörmet (KRPS 605, 607, respectively); or only with a c10se vowel, 
namely bucra (KRPS 607). 
3.2. Retaining open vowel a ,.... ii 
A number of Arabic and Persİan loan words occur İn phonetic variants 
different from those attested in CKar. dictionaries in terms of the degree of 
opening. In words such as viisiiyiit 'last will' (I 55a124) < AI. waşayat, 
iikiiyiit 'story' (I 44b/23) < AI. bikayat and <iineyiit 'God's eye' (I 43a17) < 
AI. <inayaı all vowels are open, contrary to the CKar. forms vesiyet, 
bekiyet (KRPS 158, 610, respeetively) and inayet (CKED 196), in which 
we encounter the close vowel i. 

4. Middle Kipchak vocabulary 

Another layer of the lexicon of MCam eonsists of Middle Kipchak 
vocabulary, which is eharaeteristie of Middle Karaim. As stated by Pritsak 
(1959: 318), Karaim has preserved eertain old words, whiclı date baek to 
Old Turkie and Old Uyglıur, but the majority of its lexicon is purely 

This variant has been extracted from the source marked as 'Par' in KRPS. As we 
can read in the introduction to the Crimean Karaim-English Dictionary (Aqtay 
20 ı 5), this source has been proven to contain inexact phonetic forms, and therefore 
the linguistic material it provides should be treated with caution. 
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Kipehak. Here, we may observe this feature in nuınerous exaınples, whieh 
direetly eorrespond to Kuman preserved in Codex Cumanicus, sueh as: 
alay 'thus, so' (IV 61a/10) < CC alay (KW 34) < a metathesis from OTur. 

*ayla (CL 272); 
asrı 'very' < CC asru (KW 43), fırst attested in Kutadgu Bilig as aşru (CL 

264). In an earHer North-Westem Karaim translation of the Bible we 
eneounter the variant astrı (Nemeth 2015a: 60); 

barça 'all' (IV 62a/18) < CC barça (KW 50) < the oldest evidenee of this 
word is provided for OUyg. (CL 356); 

köliigii 'shadow' (IV 46b/23) < CC köle ge (KW ı 50) < OUyg. kölige (CL 
718); 

qutqar- 'to reseue' (IV 61a/6) < CC qutqar- (KVL 205) < OUyg. qurtğar
(CL 649); 

sarı 'towards' (I 120b/15) < CC sarı (KW 215); Middle Uyghur sarı (CL 
844). For the westem dialeets of Karaim, the dietionaries provide 
this word in different variants, namely sar/ın bearing a somewhat 
different meaning 'from' (KRPS 467), and sarı n , only in HKar. 
(Grzegorzewski 1917: 44, KRPS 468); 

tuvar 'animal, beast' (IV 64b/13) < OUyg. tavar (CL 442), not attested in 
CC; 

tüz- 'to establish' (IV 60b/28) < the oldest evidenee of this word is 
provided for OUyg. (CL 572), not attested İn CC; 

us 'wisdom' (IV 60b/27) < CC us (KW 267) < OKip. us (CL 240); 
yanç- 'to erush' (IV 46b/6) < CC yanc- (KW 113), the oldest evidenee for 

this word is provided forOUyg. (CL 944); 
yarıq 'light' (I 49b/11 ) < CC yarub -- yarıq (KW 116) < OUyg. yaruk (CL 

962); 
yaş ır- 'to hide, to eoneeal' (IV 61 b/5) < CC yaş 1,.- (KW 118) <attested in 

Mahmud al-Kashgari's dietionary as yaş ur- (CL 979); 
yazıq 'sin' (I 55b/26) < CC yazuq -- yazıq (KW 119) < OUyg. yazuk (CL 

985). 
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S. The Crimean Karaim sufrıx -Ov vs. CKar. -öv -- -üv -- -av"'" _ev10 

in some cases the manuscrlpt reveals phonological forms which are 
different from the ones presented in Crimean Karaim dictionaries. To the 
best of our knowledge, the suffıx -öv"'"' -üv "'"' -ov -- -uv -- -av -- -ev, which 
is attached to verbs or nouns in order to derivate nouns, has no 
standardized form in Crimean Karaim, as in some cases even three 
variants of this suffıx are used with the same stern. Here the labialization 
process caused by the following consonant v is entirely regular, as seen in 
the following examples: 

bilöv 'knowledge' (IV 60b/28) 

bütöv 'bruise' (IV 62b/14) 
mabtov 'praise' (IV 47a/9) 

qırov 'frost' (IV 48a/2) 
qıstov 'anxiety' (IV 41 b/16) 
qızov 'heat' (IV 42a/24) 
saqlov 'guard, holding' (I 120a/12) 
sarnov 'wai1ing' {I 55b/13) 

siröv 'herd' (IV 63a/4) 

talov 'Iooting' (IV 60b/26) 
tarlov 'field' (IV 63a/6) 

tölöv 'reward' (IV 38b/9) 

vs. CKar. bilöv -- bilüv "'"' biliv 

(CKED 85, 84); 
vs. CKar. bütüv (CKED 100); 
vs. CKar. mabtov"'"' mabtuv (CKED 
232,233); 
vs. CKar. qırav (CKED 304); 
vs. CKar. qıstav (CKED 306); 
vs. CKar. qızuv -- qızıv (CKED 309); 
vs. CKar. saqlav (CKED 337); 
vs. CKar. sarnov "'"' sarnav (CKED 
339); 
vs. CKar. sırov "'"' sirüv "'"' sürüv 
(CKED 354, 358, 368); 
vs. CKar. taluv "'"' talav (CKED 380); 
vs. CKar. tarlov "'"' tar/uv -- tar/av 

(CKED 386, 385); 
vs. CKar. tö/öv -- tölüv -- tö/ev 
(CKED411); 

LO This phenomenon has also been discussed by Nemeth (20 lSa: 89-90) in relation to 
the word ölcov 'measure', which occurs in a North-Westem Karaim translation of 
the Bible from the eighteenth century. it İs probable that it is a borrowing from 
CKar. ·ölçöv. 
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yulov 'redemption' (IV 43b/13) vs. CKar. yuluv (CKED 472). 
Based on the material provided in MCam, we may conclude that the labial 
variant -öv ,..., -ov was predominant in Crimean Karaim. 

Abbreviations and Editorial Symbols 

Ar. 
MCam 

CC 
CKar. 
Heb. 
HKar. 
OKip. 
OTur. 
OUyg. 
Per. 
Trk. 
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